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Compact Suction - Universal iPad/Tablet Mount Kit
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PILOT CO CHARGER (D4P-1109)
PILOT CO CHARGER


This multifunctional USB quick charger for 12-24V made of aluminium has two quick charger ports: USB and USB-C. The PILOT CO CHARGER has an integrated CO-detector and also functions as a safety hammer.


The PILOT CO CHARGER indicates the dangerous, odourless and tasteless gas carbon monoxide starting with a value of 50 ppm by sending visual and acoustic alarms. Can also be used in cars, boats etc.


The quick charging function supports all current systems and the integrated smart chip monitors the most important parameters like voltage, temperature and charging status by an automatic adaption of the outgoing power.


Included in delivery: a 4in1 QC3.0 quick charging and data transfer cable (USB, USB-C to USB-C, Lightning)




Technical data:
	USB à QC3.0 5V/3A 9V/2A 12V/1.5A (18W)
	USB-C à PD QC3.0 5V/3.5A 9V/2.2A 12V/1.5A (20W)
	When using both ports up to 24W available




Quick charging and data transfer cable:
	Colour: silver grey
	Length: 100 cm
	power output: 60 W
	Data speed: 2 GB/s
	current: 3 A




Color: silver
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Icom IC-A220TSO (ICOM-A220TSO)
High-Quality Panel Mount Radio with Clear Visibility OLED Screen - TSO APPROVED

Certification:
 TSO-C128a, TSO-C169a
 The IC-A220 TSO version can be used as a primary VHF radio in general aviation (part 23) aircraft*. The IC-A220 TSO version is also accepted as an ETSO radio under the TSO/ETSO reciprocal acceptance policy.

Dimensions (W×H×D):
 160 mm × 34 mm × 271 mm
 (Projections not included)

Weight (approx.):
1.2 kg

Lead time: 4 weeks

Brochure:
[image: ]

Manual:
[image: PDF]
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Icom MBA-3 (ICOM-MBA-3)
Icom MBA-3 Rear Panel Adapter

Card edge connector to install an aviation transceiver to the PS-80 or MB-53
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Intercom AvComm AC-2EX, 2 Place, portable (AC-2EX)
Avcomm AC2EX, 2 Place Intercom, stereo, portable and expandable to 4 places

Features and Benefits:
Constructed of rugged ABS plastic, the AC2EX is built to withstand the extremes a typical portable intercom encounters. Inside, a streamlined circuit board features ceramic hybrid IC chips for high reliability. The front panel features a logical layout that is easy to read with controls grouped conveniently above the battery compartment.

For battery powered operation, simply open the easy-access battery compartment on the front panel and add two 9 volt batteries (one is required but two prolongs life).

The AC2EX is compatible with either 12 or 28 volt electrical systems and connects securely with AVCOMM’s unique "positive-lock" power cord. If the power supply to the intercom is lost, the intercom automatically switches to battery back-up power

The Details:
Measuring a mere 5.1" by 2.85", the AC2EX is designed to produce powerful communications you can depend on. The compact design makes it easy to carry in your flight bag, a feature pilots who rent aircraft will especially appreciate. 

Need four positions? Simply add the AC-2XM module to accommodate additional passengers. An integrated circuit allows you to use mono or stereo headsets. A two stage LED displays a green light when the power is on and yellow during radio transmission making a “stuck mic” easy to spot.

The voice-activated squelch circuit (VOX) adjusts to a broad range of noise environments or can be set for a continuous open-mic condition. On the front panel there is a convenient push-to-talk button for the pilot. It has a pilot-priority feature to allow the pilot to override the co-pilot transmissions. Pilot isolate (ISO) provides exclusive pilot communications with the ATC, and the “fail-safe” feature supplies a direct connection to the aircraft radio in case the power supply to the intercom is disrupted.

The AC2EX is equipped with a music-in jack for in-flight entertainment with automatic muting during intercom or radio activity (cable included). Add an audio recorder and with the record out feature, you can record ATC transmissions or cockpit conversations.

AVCOMM’s AC2EX is a powerful, full featured, easy to expand, mono-stereo intercom. Full three-year factory warranty.

Specifications:
	Rugged compact design
	Weight: 400 g
	Input: 11-28 V DC (or 2x9 V battery optionally)
	Max current drain: 0.05 A
	VCOMM's Expandable Portable: two to four place
	Stuck mic' indicator - Power-transmit LED
	For use with mono or stereo headsets
	Pilot priority PTT
	Full three-year factory warranty


Instruction Manual: 
[image: ]
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MGF Compact Suction (MNT-1812)
Sport Mount - Compact Suction

Product Description
The Sport™ Mount - Compact Suction Cup is for pilots who want to mount their iPad or other device off a glass windshield or other smooth surface while using the least amount of space. This is especially useful when using the mount on a side window close to the pilot. Each of these mounts comes with a Generation 3 Sport™ Adapter. The adapter can tilt up to 90 degrees.
The Sport Mount - Compact Suction Cup is the most versatile mounting solution for pilots that would like to install an device on almost any flat, smooth surface. The high strength suction cup twist and locks to provide a secure hold to the windshield or metal panel. For pilots looking for more articulation and distance from the iPad to the mounting surface, please check out the Sport Mount - Flex Suction.
The mount is portable and can easily fit in your flight bag or can be positioned and left on-board. Perfect for owners and renters alike.

Note: A MGF Device Holder is required to use this mount. If you do not already own one you can add one to your order of this mount.

Compact Suction Features:
	[image: ]	PILOT INSTALLABLE
Sport Mount - Compact Suction can be installed by any pilot in any aircraft.


	[image: ]	NO TOOLS REQUIRED
Compact Suction can be installed onto any window or smooth surface with no tools.



	[image: ]	 PREMIUM DESIGN
Vibration minimized, all parts made of metal making it solid and durable.


	[image: ]	INFINITELY ADJUSTABLE
Mount swivels 360° and tilts 90° providing infinite adjustment.



	[image: ]	360° ROTATION
Rotate iPad/Device between landscape and portrait positions in-flight when mounted.

	[image: ]	MGF COMPATIBLE
Quick Mount Adapter is compatible with any MGF Device Holder.






Compact Suction Demonstration





 Compact Suction Construction:

	[image: ]	2. Made of true rubber, the suction cup is designed for years of use.	[image: ]	4. Made out of a lightweight, high strength, composite material.
	1. This is a lift to lock suction cup mount with a multi-positional arm.	[image: ]	3. Holds strong to any glass, plastic or similar smooth surface and provides a rigid and firm platform for positioning and holding the device.	[image: ]





To position:

	[image: ]	2. Loosen the suction cup knob, position mount location, then tighten.	[image: ]	4. Attach the Device Holder
(Sold Separately) to the Sport Adapter.
	1. Press suction cup against smooth surface, press center button and lift lever to lock.	[image: ]	3. Loosen sport adapter knob, position adapter to desired location of device, then tighten.	[image: ]



Specifications:

	Suction Cup Material - Rubber, plastic.
	Sport Adapter Material - Aluminum.



Other details:

	Mount: Compact Suction Cup
	Arm(s): None
	Adapter: Sport Adapter - Tilt & Swivel
	Options: Suction Cup Base



Included components:

	[image: ]	[image: ]	
	Compact Suction Cup Base


	Generation 3 Sport Adapter
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MGF Flex Suction (MNT-1805)
Sport Mount - Flex Suction

Product Description
MGF has quickly become the go to choice for pilots looking to mount their iPad and other electronics in the cockpit. MGF has used their years of experience, proprietary technology, and the highest quality materials to develop the strongest and most versatile mounting solution on the market.
The Flex Suction has been designed to meet the needs of pilots and attaches securely to any glass windshield, side window, or other smooth surface.
Note: A MGF Device Holder is required to use this mount. If you do not already own one you can add one to your order of this mount.

Features:
	[image: ]	20 g CERTIFIED 
 Flex Suction was tested to withstand a 20 g impact. To view the test results Click Here.

	[image: ]	PILOT INSTALLABLE
Flex Suction can be installed by any pilot in any aircraft. Use the quick release suction cup to securily mount to glass or any other smooth surface. 


	[image: ]	 INFINITELY ADJUSTABLE 
 Ball and socket ends and a ratcheting center provide infinite adjustment to height and position.


	[image: ]	360° ROTATION 
 Rotate device between landscape and portrait positions in-flight when mounted.



 
	[image: ]	QUICK CONNECT 
 This mount comes with a Gen 3 Sport Adapter which quickly connects to any MYGOFLIGHT device holder. Press both green buttons to remove.

	[image: ]	MOUNT ANY DEVICE 
 From iPad to GoPro this mount can securely hold any device including iPad, iPhone, Android devices, Microsoft Surface, GoPro, Garmin GPS, and even more.




Flex Suction Demonstration


The Sport Mount - Flex Suction construction:	The arm is comprised of three independent joints, all adjustable and lockable from a single, centrally located, control knob.
	The control knob joint is adjustable to 360° and the two end joints are mini-ball heads that are adjustable to 105°.
	The suction cup attachment joint is a lockable socket which rotates 220°.
	The control knob allows partial loosening for safe and precise device positioning.
	No longer limited to fixed length, limited rotation RAM arms.
	Takes all of the guess work out of mount size selection and problems of imprecise positioning.


The mount is portable and can easily fit in your flight bag or can be positioned and left on-board. Perfect for owners and renters alike.



To position:
	[image: ]	2. Attach the Device Holder
(Sold Separately) to the Sport Adapter.	[image: ]	4. Fine tune iPad/Tablet positioning, tighten control knob.
	1. Position and lock the suction cup to the glass or smooth surface, tighten the control knob. Be sure the glass or surface is clean, the base of the suction cup is clean, and the suction cup attachment socket runs vertically to assure hold and minimize vibration. Tighten the suction cup socket and control knob	[image: ]

	3. Loosen the control knob, position the iPad/Device.		[image: ]







About The Suction Cup:	This is a lift to lock suction cup mount with a multi-positional arm.
	Made of true rubber, the suction cup is designed for years of use.
	The lift to lock suction cup is easy to use.
	The suction cup holds strong to any glass, plastic or similar smooth surface and provides a rigid and firm platform for positioning and holding the device.
	Made out of a lightweight, high strength, composite material.



Other details:	Arm Extension: 8.89 cm (3.5") to 26.67cm (10.5"),
	Arm Diameter: 1.91cm (3/4"),
	Arm Material: Aluminum,
	Suction Cup Diameter: 8.89cm (3.5"),
	Suction Cup Material: Sport Adapter Diameter: 3.81cm (1.5"),
	Sport Adapter Material: Aluminum,
	Mount Weight: 393g (13.8oz).



Included components:

	[image: ]	[image: ]	[image: ]
	Compact Suction Cup Base


	Flex Arm (Max. Extension - 26.67cm (10.5") | Min. Extension - 8.26cm (3.25")	Generation 3 Sport Adapter
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MGF Flex Double Suction (MNT-1815)
Sport Mount - Flex Double Suction

Product Description
Sport Mount - Flex Double Suction - an INFINITELY articulating and adjustable arm with the ability to hold any iPad or other device. There is no other suction cup mount for a iPad/Device that does all that this unit does in a single, light-weight, easy to configure mount.

This one mount can operate as a compact suction cup, allowing a close position to the glass of 3.25 inches. It can also operate as a standard suction cup mount extending to 10.5 inches. The Mount utilizes two suction cups which some FAA examiners feel is important for added security and redundancy in a mount. For individuals looking for just one suction cup check out our Sport Mount - Flex Suction.

Specifications:
	Suction Cup Material - Rubber, plastic.
	Sport Adapter Material - Aluminum.


Features:
	[image: ]	PILOT INSTALLABLE
Sport Mount - Flex Double Suction can be installed by any pilot in any aircraft.


	[image: ]	NO TOOLS REQUIRED
Compact Suction can be installed onto any window or smooth surface with no tools.



	[image: ]	 INFINITELY ADJUSTABLE 
 Ball and socket ends and a ratcheting center provide infinite adjustment to height and position.

	[image: ]	360° ROTATION 
 Rotate device between landscape and portrait positions in-flight when mounted.


 


Flex Suction Demonstration


The Sport Mount - Flex Suction construction:
	[image: ]	2. The suction cup attachment joint is a lockable socket which rotates 220°.	[image: ]	4. The control knob allows partial loosening for safe and precise device positioning.
	1. The arm is comprised of three independent joints, all adjustable and lockable from a single, centrally located, control knob.	[image: ]	3. The control knob joint is adjustable to 360° and the two end joints are mini-ball heads that are adjustable to 105°.	[image: ]



To position:
	[image: ]	2. Attach the Device Holder
(Sold Separately) to the Sport Adapter.	[image: ]	4. Fine tune iPad/Tablet positioning, tighten control knob.
	1. Position and lock the suction cup to the glass or smooth surface, tighten the control knob. Be sure the glass or surface is clean, the base of the suction cup is clean, and the suction cup attachment socket runs vertically to assure hold and minimize vibration. Tighten the suction cup socket and control knob	[image: ]

	3. Loosen the control knob, position the iPad/Device.		[image: ]





Other Details:	Arm Extension: 8.89 cm (3.5") to 26.67cm (10.5"),
	Arm Diameter: 1.91cm (3/4"),
	Arm Material: Aluminum,
	Suction Cup Diameter: 8.89cm (3.5") Each,
	Suction Cup Material: Sport Adapter Diameter: 3.81cm (1.5"),
	Sport Adapter Material: Aluminum,
	Weight: 535g (1 lbs. 2.7 Oz.).


Included components:

	[image: ]	[image: ]	[image: ]
	Double Suction Cup Base


	Flex Arm (Max. Extension - 26.67cm (10.5") | Min. Extension - 8.26cm (3.25")	Generation 3 Sport Adapter
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MGF Universal Cradle (MNT-1610)
Sport - Universal Cradle
Product Description
No matter what the future brings, the Sport - Universal Cradle is designed to work with almost any tablet, with or without a case. As a mountable, it connects and easily rotates when paired with MGF Sport Mounts. The arms of the cradle are adjustable via quick release knobs making it easy to insert and remove your device. Weighing only 4 ounces the Universal Cradle is compact and light-weight.
The Universal Cradle is compatible with any 7" - 11" Tablet.
 Mounts Sold Separately.

Features	Cockpit Ready
	360° Rotation
	Quick Connect
	Sport Mount Compatible
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MGF Universal Cradle XL (MNT-1615)
Sport - Universal Cradle XL
Product Description
No matter what the future brings, the Sport - Universal Cradle XL is designed to work with almost any tablet, with or without a case. As a mountable, it connects and easily rotates when paired with MGF Sport Mounts. The arms of the cradle are adjustable via quick release knobs making it easy to insert and remove your device. Weighing only 4 ounces the Universal Cradle is compact and light-weight.
The Universal Cradle is compatible with any 11" - 13" Tablet.
 Mounts Sold Separately.

Features	Cockpit Ready
	360° Rotation
	Quick Connect
	Sport Mount Compatible
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MGF Universal Cradle Short Extensions (MNT-1612)
Sport - Universal Cradle

Product Description
No matter what the future brings, the Sport - Universal Cradle is designed to work with almost any tablet, with or without a case. As a mountable, it connects and easily rotates when paired with MGF Sport Mounts. The arms of the cradle are adjustable via quick release knobs making it easy to insert and remove your device. Weighing only 4 ounces the Universal Cradle is compact and light-weight.

The Universal Cradle is compatible with any 7" - 11" Tablet
Mounts Sold Separately

Compact Suction Features:
	[image: ]	COCKPIT READY
Tablet secured, viewable, and operable with one hand during critical phases of flight as required by FAA.

	[image: ]	360° ROTATION
Rotate tablet between landscape and portrait positions in-flight when mounted.



	[image: ]	 QUICK MOUNT RING
Allows for fast coupling and tablet rotation when used with Sport Mounts.

	[image: ]	SPORT MOUNT COMPATIBLE
Cradle easily connects and rotates when paired with Sport Mounts.
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MGF GoPro®/Garmin Virb Adapter (MNT-1655)
Sport - GoPro ®/Garmin Virb Adapter
Combine the Sport - GoPro® Adapter with any MGF Sport Mount (Sold Seperately) to mount your GoPro® camera in your plane, boat, or anywehre else you desire.
The Sport - GoPro® Adapter is made out of aircraft grade aluminum and works with any GoPro® camera. Capture all of your life moments on your GoPro® using the Sport - GoPro® Adapter.
** NOTE: This is just the cradle. Mounts and GoPro® camera both sold seperately.
** DISCLAIMER: This adapter is not intended for external use. Only use this adapter to mount your camera inside the cockpit. MGF is not responsible for lost or damaged GoPro or Garmin VIRB cameras that were mounted outside.

Mounting your GoPro® with the Sport - GoPro® Adapter and MGF Flex Arms allows you the ability to position your GoPro® camera anywhere you would like. MGF Flex Arms are infinitely adjustable so you can mount your GoPro® camera anywhere and everywhere. Something that you are not able to accomplish with any other mounting system.

Sport - GoPro ®/Garmin Virb Adapter Demonstration

Sport - GoPro® Adapter works with all GoPro® models and all Garmin Virb models

	[image: ]	[image: ]	[image: ]
	[image: ]	[image: ]	[image: ]




Other Details:	Hardware: Locking Screw, Plastic Washers
	Weight: 57g (2 Oz.)
	Material: Aluminum
	Adapter Diameter: 3.81cm (1.5")
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MGF Phone Cradle (MNT-1650)
Sport - Phone Cradle
The Sport - Phone Cradle is designed to work with almost any smartphone in virtually any case, or no case at all. As a mountable, it connects and easily rotates when paried with MGF Sport Mounts. The arms of the cradle are adjustable via the adjustable knob making it easy to insert and remove your phone securely. No matter how you use it, the Sport - Phone Cradle meets the demands of pilots operating in extreme motion.


Compatible with any smartphone as small as the iPhone 5 and as big as the iPhone 7 Plus (Minimum width = 5.72cm (2 1/4") | Maximum width = 10.16cm (4"))
[image: ]


Compatible with any protective case
[image: ]

Phone Cradle Features:
	[image: ]	COCKPIT READY
Tablet secured, viewable, and operable with one hand during critical phases of flight as required by FAA.

	[image: ]	360° ROTATION
Rotate tablet between landscape and portrait positions in-flight when mounted.



	[image: ]	 QUICK MOUNT RING
Allows for fast coupling and tablet rotation when used with Sport Mounts.

	[image: ]	SPORT MOUNT COMPATIBLE
Cradle easily connects and rotates when paired with Sport Mounts.





Other Details:	Extension: Min: 5.72cm (2.25"), Max: 10.16cm (4")
	Weight: 54g (1.9 Oz.)
	Material: Aluminum
	Adapter Diameter: 3.81cm (1.5")
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MGF GPS Adapter (MNT-1660)
Sport - GPS Adapter
Sport - GPS Adapter is the perfect solution for mounting all Garmin Portable Avionics, as well as any other device that uses the AMPs hole pattern.

The Sport - AMPs Adapter securely connects to all Garmin portables including the aera® 660, aera® 796, aera® 795, aera® 510 GPSMAP® 696, GPSMAP® 695, and more. Once the GPS Adapter is connected to the GPS you can quickly and securely mount the portable avionics using any MGF Sport Mount (Sold Separately).

How To Attach Garmin Portable GPS:
	[image: ]	[image: ]	[image: ]	[image: ]
	1. Screw GPS Adapter plate to the Garmin portable power cradle using the 4 included screws and lock nuts.	2. Screw Sport Adapter onto GPS Adapter plate using the included screw.

	3. Connect Garmin portable power cradle to the Garmin device.


	4. Attach Garmin device to MYGOFLIGHT Sport Mount (Sold Separately).





Other Details:

	AMPs Dimensions: 4.45cm x 5.08cm (1 3/4" x 2")
	Weight: 71g (2.5 Oz.)
	Material: Aluminum




More on MyGoFlight
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iPad / Tablet Leg Mount (MNT-1890)
iPad / Tablet Leg Mount – The Ultimate Kneeboard
Now you can tilt and position the iPad or iPad Mini where it is easily seen & operated. Like adding an additional screen to your cockpit. Maintain full visibility of panel information & controls. Rock solid, very comfortable, magnetic latch straps.
For airplanes and helicopters or any application where the iPad is to be secured to your leg.
Easily rotates between portrait and landscape modes.
iPad/Tablet Device Holder (Sold Separately). Images shown of the holders are illustrative.


The MYGOFLIGHT iPad/Tablet Leg Mount requires the iPad or Tablet to be in a MYGOFLIGHT iPad Sport Case, iPad Cool Case or iPad or tablet Universal Cradle (to use an existing iPad case or mount a tablet). These are called Device Holders and mate to all all MYGOFLIGHT mounts. Device Holders and can be found on the links below:
	MYGOFLIGHT iPad Sport Cases - form fit iPad cases
	MYGOFLIGHT iPad Cool Cases - form fit iPad cases that allow the iPad to operate in direct sun without overheating
	MYGOFLIGHT Universal Cradles - cradle that allows you to mount your iPad or Tablet directly or in an existing case.



Features:

	Aluminum and Polycarbonate Construction
	360° Rotation of Device
	Tilt Your Device for Optimal Viewing Angle
	Two Nylon Kneeboard Straps with magnetic closures & quick release
	Compatible with All MYGOFLIGHT Sport Cases, Cooling Cases and Cradles


More on MyGoFlight
iPad / Tablet Leg Mount - The Ultimate Pilot's Kneeboard Video
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Compact Suction - Universal iPad/Tablet Mount Kit (UMK-1812)
Compact Suction - Universal iPad/Tablet Mount Kit
The Compact Suction - Universal iPad Mount Kit is for pilots who want to mount their iPad or other device off a glass windshield or other smooth surface while using the least amount of space. This is especially useful when using the mount on a side window close to the pilot. Each of these mounts comes with a Generation 3 Sport™ Adapter. The adapter can tilt up to 90 degrees.

The Compact Suction - Universal iPad Mount Kit is the most versatile mounting solution for pilots that would like to install an device on almost any flat, smooth surface. The high strength suction cup twist and locks to provide a secure hold to the windshield or metal panel. For pilots looking for more articulation and distance from the iPad to the mounting surface, please check out the Sport Mount - Flex Suction.

The mount is portable and can easily fit in your flight bag or can be positioned and left on-board. Perfect for owners and renters alike.

The greatest advantage that this Universal iPad Mount Kit offers is the ability to mount any size iPad or Tablet from as small as the iPad Mini to as big as the iPad Pro. Attach the larger clips (included) onto the Universal Cradle to mount your iPad or Tablet while keeping it in a protective case.

Since the Universal Cradle adjusts to any size it is the only iPad/Tablet mounting solution that is Future Proof. This will be the last mounting solution you will ever have to purchase. It will adjust to fit any sized iPad or Tablet that you might purchase in the future.



Compact Suction Features:
	[image: ]	PILOT INSTALLABLE
Sport Mount - Compact Suction can be installed by any pilot in any aircraft.


	[image: ]	NO TOOLS REQUIRED
Compact Suction can be installed onto any window or smooth surface with no tools.



	[image: ]	360° ROTATION
Rotate iPad/Device between landscape and portrait positions in-flight when mounted.

		









 Compact Suction Construction:

	[image: ]	2. Made of true rubber, the suction cup is designed for years of use.	[image: ]	4. Made out of a lightweight, high strength, composite material.
	1. This is a lift to lock suction cup mount with a multi-positional arm.	[image: ]	3. Holds strong to any glass, plastic or similar smooth surface and provides a rigid and firm platform for positioning and holding the device.	[image: ]





To position:

	[image: ]	[image: ]	[image: ]	[image: ]
	1. Press suction cup against smooth surface, press center button and lift lever to lock.	2. Loosen the suction cup knob, position mount location, then tighten.	3. Loosen sport adapter knob, position adapter to desired location of device, then tighten.	4. Attach the Universal Cradle (Included) to the Sport Adapter.






Included components:
	[image: ]	[image: ]	[image: ]
	Compact Suction Cup Base

	Generation 3 Sport Adapter

	Sport - Universal Cradle
(Please Select Cradle Version)



Specifications:
	Suction Cup Material - Rubber, plastic
	Sport Adapter Material - Aluminum
	Sport - Universal Cradle Material - Anodized Aluminum




More on MyGoFlight
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Carbon Monoxide Detector (ASA-CO-D)
Carbon Monoxide Detector
This Carbon Monoxide Detector can save a pilot’s life, especially when flying with the heater on, by warning of the presence of CO in the cockpit—the spot will turn gray/black when CO is in the air. The spot on the detector returns to normal color after it is exposed to fresh air.

You can use this CO-DETECTOR as your personal and portable CO detection device. With the adhesive back, stick it on the panel or dash for a semi-permanent installation, or wear it on an ID badge or on a lanyard.

Usable with Airplanes, Cars, Fuel trucks, Grass cutting equipment tugs, Campers and more...

Useful life is 90 days once opened.
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Flex Suction - Universal iPad/Tablet Mount Kit (UMK-1805)
Universal Flex Suction Kit - Adjustable arms allow you to mount any sized iPad or Tablet


The Sport Mount - Flex Suction - an INFINITELY articulating and adjustable arm. There is no other suction cup mount for a device that does all that this unit does in a single, light-weight, easy to configure mount. 

 This one mount can operate as a compact suction cup, allowing a close position to the glass of 8.26cm (3.25"). It can operate as standard suction cup mount extending to 26.67cm (10.5"). 

 The Sport Mount - Flex Suction is for pilots who want to mount their device off a glass windshield, side window or other smooth surface.

Flex Suction Demonstration


Features:
	[image: ]	PILOT INSTALLABLE
Sport Mount - Compact Suction can be installed by any pilot in any aircraft.


	[image: ]	NO TOOLS REQUIRED
Compact Suction can be installed onto any window or smooth surface with no tools.



	[image: ]	360° ROTATION
Rotate iPad/Device between landscape and portrait positions in-flight when mounted.

	[image: ]	Ball and Socket ends a ratcheting center provide infinite adjustment to height and position.









The Sport Mount - Flex Suction construction:	The arm is comprised of three independent joints, all adjustable and lockable from a single, centrally located, control knob
	The control knob joint is adjustable to 360° and the two end joints are mini-ball heads that are adjustable to 105°.
	The suction cup attachment joint is a lockable socket which rotates 220°
	The control knob allows partial loosening for safe and precise device positioning
	No longer limited to fixed length, limited rotation RAM arms
	Takes all of the guess work out of mount size selection and problems of imprecise positioning.


The mount is portable and can easily fit in your flight bag or can be positioned and left on-board. Perfect for owners and renters alike.

More information about Flex Suction Cup.



To position:
	[image: ]	1. Position and lock the suction cup to the glass or smooth surface, tighten the control knob. Be sure the glass or surface is clean, the base of the suction cup is clean, and the suction cup attachment socket runs vertically to assure hold and minimize vibration. Tighten the suction cup socket and control knob.	[image: ]	2. Attach the Universal Cradle (Included) to the Sport Adapter.
	[image: ]	3. Loosen the control knob, position the iPad/Device.	[image: ]	4. Fine tune iPad/Tablet positioning, tighten control knob.




Included components:
	[image: ]	[image: ]	[image: ]	[image: ]
	1. Sport Mount - Flex Suction


	2. Flex Arm (Max. Extension - 26.67cm (10.5") | Min. Extension - 8.26cm (3.25")	3. Generation 3 Sport Adapter


	4. Sport - Universal Cradle (Please Select Cradle Version)






More on MyGoFlight
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Pilot Controller Kit (D4P-1087)
Pilot Controller Kit
Carbon Monoxide (CO) is an extremely hazardous colorless, odorless, and tasteless gas that can lead to potentially fatal pilot incapacitation in small quantities. Deadly Carbon Monoxide (CO) is produced wherever fossil fuels (such as gasoline, kerosene, diesel, natural gas, and propane) are combusted without sufficient oxygen.
 Powered aircraft are only sometimes fitted with a CO detector, but more often than not they lack a replacement date. This is extremely dangerous as most commercially available CO detectors lose their protective function after a period of about 90 days!
Due to exactly this reason, we have developed a personal PILOT CONTROLLER KIT® for the safety conscious pilot. This kit can be easily fixed to all our kneeboards featuring a stopwatch fixture.
This simple and precise control can distinguish the PILOT CONTROLLER KIT® from the rest and make it an indispensable companion for flying safely.
The KIT consists of:
	1 CONTROLLER holder
	1 Kneeboard socket for stopwatch fixture
	4 PILOT CONTROLLERS®
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Flex Double Suction - Universal iPad/Tablet Mount Kit (UMK-1815)
Flex Double Suction - Universal iPad/Tablet Mount Kit
Flex Double Suction - Universal iPad Mount Kit - an INFINITELY articulating and adjustable arm with the ability to hold any iPad or other device. There is no other suction cup mount for a iPad/Device that does all that this unit does in a single, light-weight, easy to configure mount.
This one mount can operate as a compact suction cup, allowing a close position to the glass of 8.26cm (3.25"). It can also operate as a standard suction cup mount extending to 26.67cm (10.5"). The mount utilizes two suction cups which some FAA examiners feel is important for added security and redundancy in a mount. For individuals looking for just one suction cup check out our Sport Mount - Flex Suction
The mount is portable and can easily fit in your flight bag or can be positioned and left on-board. Perfect for owners and renters alike.
The greatest advantage that this Universal iPad Mount Kit offers is the ability to mount any size iPad or Tablet from as small as the iPad Mini to as big as the iPad Pro. Attach the larger clips (included) onto the Universal Cradle to mount your iPad or Tablet while keeping it in a protective case.

Since the Universal Cradle adjusts to any size it is the only iPad/Tablet mounting solution that is Future Proof. This will be the last mounting solution you will ever have to purchase. It will adjust to fit any sized iPad or Tablet that you might purchase in the future.


Features:
	[image: ]	PILOT INSTALLABLE
Sport Mount - Compact Suction can be installed by any pilot in any aircraft.


	[image: ]	NO TOOLS REQUIRED
Compact Suction can be installed onto any window or smooth surface with no tools.



	[image: ]	360° ROTATION
Rotate iPad/Device between landscape and portrait positions in-flight when mounted.

	[image: ]	INFINITELY ADJUSTABLE
Ball and Socket ends a ratcheting center provide infinite adjustment to heigh and position.






Flex Double Suction construction:
	[image: ]	1. The arm is comprised of three independent joints, all adjustable and lockable from a single, centrally located, control knob.	[image: ]	2. The control knob joint is adjustable to 360° and the two end joints are mini-ball heads that are adjustable to 105°.
	[image: ]	3. The suction cup attachment joint is a lockable socket which rotates 220°.	[image: ]	4. The control knob allows partial loosening for safe and precise device positioning.



To position:
	[image: ]	[image: ]

	[image: ]	[image: ]
	1. Position and lock the suction cup to the glass or smooth surface, tighten the control knob.	2. Attach the Universal Cradle (Included) to the Sport Adapter.


	3. Loosen the control knob, position the iPad/Tablet.


	4. Fine tune iPad/Tablet positioning, tighten control knob.






 
 Specifications:	Flex Arm Material - Alloy,
	Suction cup Material - Rubber, plastic,
	Sport Adapter Material: Aluminum,
	Sport - Universal Cradle Material - Anodized Aluminum.


Included components:

	[image: ]	[image: ]	[image: ]	[image: ]
	Double Suction Cup Base.


	Flex Arm (Max. Extension - 26.67cm (10.5") | Min. Extension - 8.26cm (3.25").	Generation 3 Sport Adapter.


	Sport - Universal Cradle
 (Please Select Cradle Version)




More on MyGoFlight
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Flex Yoke - Universal iPad/Tablet Mount Kit (UMK-1820)
Flex Yoke - Universal iPad/Tablet Mount Kit

The Sport Mount - Flex Yoke - an INFINITELY articulating and adjustable arm. There is no other yoke/clamp mount for a iPad/Tablet that does all that this unit does in a single, light-weight, easy to configure mount.
The Sport Mount - Flex Yoke is for pilots who want to mount their iPad/Tablet on a yoke, rail, or support strut.

This is a perfect mounting solution for yoke shafts with a diameter up to 3.81cm (1.5").

Features:
	[image: ]	PILOT INSTALLABLE
Sport Mount - Compact Suction can be installed by any pilot in any aircraft.


	[image: ]	NO TOOLS REQUIRED
Compact Suction can be installed onto any window or smooth surface with no tools.



	[image: ]	360° ROTATION
Rotate iPad/Device between landscape and portrait positions in-flight when mounted.

	[image: ]	INFINITELY ADJUSTABLE
Ball and Socket ends a ratcheting center provide infinite adjustment to heigh and position.





Flex Yoke Demonstration


The Sport Mount - Flex Yoke construction:	The arm is comprised of three independent joints, all adjustable and lockable from a single, centrally located, control knob.
	The control knob joint is adjustable to 360° and the two end joints are mini-ball heads that are adjustable to 105°.  The yoke clamp has a quick release toggle clasp.
	Fits yoke shafts from 5/8" to a maximum of 1 1/2" The control knob allows partial loosening for safe and precise iPad/Tablet positioning.
	The control knob allows partial loosening for safe and precise device positioning.
	No longer limited to fixed length, limited rotation RAM arms.
	Takes all of the guess work out of mount size selection and problems of imprecise positioning.





To position:	Position and lock the yoke clamp. Tighten the control knob on the flex arms.
	Attach the Universal Device Cradle to the Sport Adapter.
	Loosen the control knob, position the device.
	Tighten the yoke clamp.
	Fine tune device positioning, tighten control knob.




Included components:	Flex Yoke Base
	Generation 3 Sport Adapter
	Sport - Universal Cradle (Please Select Cradle Version)




More on MyGoFlight
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Company

   Company Data:
Trgovina in storitve, Jak Jaki s.p.
Stara cesta 20, SI-4202 Naklo, Slovenia
VAT ID: SI80411215
Reg. No.: 1950142000

   IBAN:
SI56 0400 1004 8906 031, Nova KBM d.d.
LT14 3250 0807 3039 4972, Revolut Bank, UAB 
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